How does VibeMD work?
By the direct application of low-intensity sound waves VibeMD regenerates and repairs erectile tissue. The mild
shear stress from shock wave therapy causes the body to release biologic factors which permit existing vessels to
receive more blood. Additionally, the body begins to create new blood vessels and nerves leading to improved
blood flow and sensation in the penis. Sexual performance is naturally enhanced due to an increase in erection
quality. This shockwave therapy is also known as extracorporeal shockwave therapy, or ESWT.
What are the benefits of VibeMD?









Stronger, harder and fuller erections
Spontaneous erections without pills or pumps
Improved sensitivity
Increased stamina
Decreased recovery time between erections
Improved sexual performance
Relief from ED and Peyronie’s disease
No downtime after treatment

Who is a candidate for VibeMD?
Men experience declining sexual performance as they age. Over half of men experience some degree of erectile
dysfunction in their lifetime. Whether you are a man who desires a change in sexual performance or you simply
want to maintain erection quality you are a candidate for VibeMD. If you are currently taking or if you have tried
without continued success using prescription medication for ED, you are a candidate for VibeMD.
Why haven’t I heard of this treatment before?
Doctors in Europe have been effectively using extracorporeal shock wave therapy (EWST) for the past two
decades. This safe, nonsurgical, painless, in-office treatment is now available in the US and is featured on top
media outlets such as Men’s Health and Fox News.
Has the therapy ever been proven to work?
ESWT has been used successfully for years to treat conditions over the entire body. The science of over 40 clinical
studies supports the effectiveness of the VibeMD protocol in improving sexual health.
How is VibeMD different from other performance enhancing or erectile dysfunction treatments?
 VibeMD allows for spontaneous erections.
 VibeMD is safe and noninvasive. Studies report the treatment offers improved performance with little or no
side effects.
 VibeMD has long-term effects. By changing the vasculature of the penis the treatment leads to benefits that
continue potentially for years.

